
 
 

 
 

SSG Paul D. Savanuck Memorial Library 
 

Hours:  0700-1700 Monday, Tuesday, Thursday,  Friday 
0730-1700 Wednesday 

Room 1161, end of Corridor C near new wing  
Library Return Box located outside Student Entrance at the curb 

 
Staff:  Janet Curtis, Laselle Carpenter-Wilson 

Phone 301-677-4692 
Email: dma.meade.dinfos.list.library@mail.mil 

 

 
What does the library have to offer? 
 

 13,000+ books, non-fiction and fiction 

 1000+ audio books, CDs and Playaways,  
including language learning 

 1800+ videos (DVDs) 

 24 computers  

 Databases 

 EBooks 

 100+ different titles of magazines, journals, and 
newspapers 

 Graphic Novels 

 Staff to provide assistance with research  

 Printer, copier, and fax 

 Alumni access to online resources 
 

 
How do I access library 
materials? 
 
Library Homepage:  From the DINFOS 
homepage click on “Library” in the top 
right.   
 
 
From this page you will find links to 
our: 

 Catalog 

 Online Databases 

 Online Journals 

 EBooks 

 Professional Military 
Reading Lists    

 

 

How do I check out materials? 
 
No library card is needed!  Just stop at the main desk to check out materials.  
 
Books, Audiobooks, Playaways, Language CDs, Magazines – 2 week checkout, allowed to be renewed 
Videos – one week checkout, not renewable, limit 4 at one time 

 
 

How do I find Databases?  
 
The links to the databases are on the Library’s home page, under “Databases”.  Access is from any 
workstation connected to the internet in DINFOS and the Detachments.   If you need access to these 
databases from home or billeting, see library staff for remote access information.  The databases to which 
we subscribe are valuable resources for locating information in journals, magazines, and newspapers.   
Most of the articles are available full-text, which can be printed, e-mailed, or downloaded. 
If you need help in using the databases, library staff will gladly provide assistance.  
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GALE: 
Academic OneFile: Comprehensive, up-to-date article database with nearly 14,000 titles, including more 
than 10,000 peer-reviewed journals and more than 6,500 in full text. Extensive coverage of the physical 
sciences, technology, medicine, social sciences, the arts, theology, literature and other subjects. 
Gale Virtual Reference Library: EBook collection of reference materials chosen specifically for the 
Savanuck Library. Available online from the Library or from home 24/7.  
Military and Intelligence Database: Contains periodicals that  have been hand-selected to meet the 
content needs of libraries serving military personnel with more than 500 titles and  nearly 6 million full-
text articles. It also includes some basic reference materials that are updated annually including the 
Columbia Electronic Encyclopedia and The World Almanac and Book of Facts.  
Communications & Mass Media Collection: Brings together information found in more than 350 journals 
with nearly 3 million articles on all aspects of the communications field. 
General OneFile: Includes more than 8,000 full-text titles, some going back more than 25 years. It 
features newspaper indexes, a full collection of National Public Radio programs from 1990 to the 
present, links to over 5,000 video files including the Today Show, NBC Nightly News, and Meet the Press, 
and full-text of the New York Times from 1985 to present, updated daily. 
Opposing Viewpoints: Includes more than 19,600 pro/con viewpoints from recognized subject matter 
experts and top journalistic resources. High-quality authoritative resources in an easy to use portal. 
Gale Directory Library: Gale Directory of Publications and Broadcast Media contains more than 57,000 
listings for radio and television stations, cable companies and print media publishers. The Encyclopedia of 
Associations is the only comprehensive source of detailed information concerning nonprofit American 
membership organizations of national scope covering more than 23,000 organizations 
National Geographic Virtual Library: Fully searchable archive of National Geographic from 1888-present. 
Comprehensive, relevant articles and legendary photographs and maps, the iconic magazine documents 
life on our planet and beyond, interpreting the world through the lens of personal experience.  

EBSCO: 
Communication & Mass Media Complete: Provides the most robust, quality research in areas related to 
communication and mass media. Includes full text for over 500 journals some dating as far back as 1915. 
Also features over 5,400 Author Profiles providing biographical and bibliographic information. 
Education Full-Text: Database of education scholarship provides coverage for a wide range of topics 
including adult education, continuing education, literacy standards, multicultural/ethnic education, 
distance education and teaching methods. Contains full-text of articles from over 350 journals as far back 
as 1996 and indexes nearly 770 titles going as far back as 1983. 
Education Research Complete: Definitive online resource for education research. Topics covered include 
all levels of education from early childhood to higher education, and all educational specialties, such as 
multilingual education, health education, distance education, and ability testing. Education Research 
Complete provides indexing and abstracts for more than 2,100 journals, as well as full text for more than 
1,200 journals, and includes full text for nearly 500 books. 

NEWSBANK: 
Access World News: Comprehensive news collection ideal for exploring issues and events at the local, 
regional, national and international level. Includes print and online-only newspapers, blogs, newswires, 
journals, broadcast transcripts and videos. It can be used to explore a specific event or to compare a wide 
variety of viewpoints on topics such as politics, business, health, sports, cultural activities and people.  
Armed Services and Government News: Full-text collection of  military and government newspaper and 
periodical titles covering military issues from all branches of  service. 

SAGE Knowledge: 
300+ eBooks in the areas of Communication and Media Studies. 

Leadership Directories:  
Leadership Media Premium lets you connect with the media contacts you need by searching beat, region 
or media outlet. Connect with journalists and media executives in just a few clicks.  Leadership Federal 
Government is the essential tool for locating Federal decision makers in Washington DC. 

Savanuck Library Databases 


